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A fantasy action role-playing game where you can shape the future of Tarnished Tom, a newly appointed
heroic lord in the Lands Between. Tarnished Tom, a former member of the Watchmen who was betrayed,
is given a chance to redeem himself by a brave king who believes he is a hero. Through his journey, he
will experience a life like no other and discover a world where he must journey forward. More importantly,
the world of the Lands Between will be shaped by Tarnished Tom, and his destiny will become great and
epic. FEATURES 1. What-If Stories: Support Storybook System in-game What-If Stories: Limitless
Possibilities In the real world, the truth is limited to only the tangible evidence of the senses, but the
Lands Between holds countless worlds and situations in which your choices can shape the course of
history in an alternate world. In addition to the main game, which revolves around the recently appointed
lord Tarnished Tom, the game features two major story branches. In one branch, Tarnished Tom serves as
the lord in the north, and in another, he is serving as a soldier in the south. You can freely switch between
branches by progressing the story or play a certain side of the story and share how you became the lord
or soldier. For example, if you choose to play a certain side of the story and become the lord Tarnished
Tom, the game can continue playing as if the story is already taking place in the south. But if you want to
progress the story by playing on the side of a soldier Tarnished Tom, there’s no problem and you can
freely switch to the lords branch. And you can freely switch between the two branches as you progress
the story. What-If Stories: Limitless Possibilities What-If Stories provide you with limitless possibilities in
the story. 2. Limitless Content Limitless content is the name of the game, and with one playthrough of the
story, you can see a new event and experience hundreds of different story points. The game features a
large amount of events that appear in intervals. The more events you see, the more stories you can see in
the game. 3. Zero-Gravity Combat The battle system in the game adapts to the situation, and the
interaction between the battles, world, and other elements forms a diverse balance. Each weapon and
ability in the game has different characteristics in

Features Key:
Enemy Ritual Shadow: Players make use of the surrounding pillars to expand their territory as the
game is played.
Real Online Play: Connect with others and battle together!
Striking Faith in Yourself: While online, the other players will aid you, should you play. A powerful
sense of comradeship with others can be felt in multiplayer.

■ 販売価格

・Nintendo Switch から: 6,840円（税別） ・PS4 から: 6,740円（税別） ・PC から: 6,740円（税別）

・プレイガイド： 公式サイト
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